Wednesday 30th June
Dear Parents/Carers of Year 6
A few reminders and some information:
Gullivers
Tomorrow is the first of our trips out. The children can wear own clothes (suitable for
the weather with sun cream if applicable) and they will need a ‘disposable’ packed
lunch and a mask. They can wear their hoodies if they want and they can bring no
more than £5 if they wish to pay for a drink or slush etc but will not need any more
spending money. I know the hoodies are quite big as this year we ordered adult
sizes. As we ordered them for the first time last year we found the child sizes to be
too small (my Kate could only wear hers once). It appears some parents are
unhappy about this; all I can do is apologise as I thought getting larger ones was
better than too small.
Play
Next week we have the play and you have been allocated two tickets per family. We
have to be strict on numbers (no other schools are doing an indoor show) and as a
result please do not be offended if you turn up on the wrong date, as you will not be
allowed in. Surnames A – J (Allen to Jones) can attend on Wednesday and K – W
(Kennedy to Willows) can attend on Thursday. I know of two families that have
swapped tickets which is fine as long as you let us know. Please wear a mask at all
times and only sit with your ‘bubble.’ Siblings who attend this school will watch the
play during the day so they will not miss it and we will be filming and sharing the
show afterwards.
Sports Day
This will take place on Friday from 1.30pm. As it is their last one, spectators are
allowed but please remain socially distanced from one another. The children can
come to school in kit and please remember a towel!!
I will be sending out separate letters next week regarding the Crocky Trail, party and
Mass.
Any problems please come and see me or call the office.
Yours sincerely
M Mountcastle

